
 
 
 

 
SWITCH®3 Scoring System 

MAIN FEATURES 
 
1) New bowler experience  
Cleaner and professional grids in full hd resolution. 
Real time statistics always available for the player. 
Customize your scoring player with avatar and camera. 
Customizable graphic themes with custom images and videos. 
  
2) AD slideshow system 
New AD slideshow system on the lanes monitor synchronizible through internet. 
Refresh with videos and images the lanes of your bowling comfortably from your home. 
  
3) Online reservation system. 
With this feature, the bowling center can receive reservations from internet. 
A bowling center, in fact, has is own web site space where they can set up all their lanes, rates and packages. 
A customer, who wants to make a reservation, can choose che package he wants, the date of the reservation, the duration, the 
number of lanes, and all the other parameters related to the reservation. 
After the payment is complete the bowling center will receive a notification in the Frontdesk and the reservation will appear 
automatically in the Reservation area. 
   
4) Bowlapp, photo moderator system 
All the photos shared by the users are processed manually or automatically with a.i. software algorithms. 
  
5) Intercom system with video call 
The intercom system has been improved with the integration of the video call. 
It’s possible to call a specific lane (bowler console) from a Frontdesk and vice versa. 
The bowler console in that specific lane will receive call from the Frontdesk, when the bowler answers the video call will start. 
The video call can be done in both direction (Frontdesk to lane and lane to Frontdesk), the bowler, in fact, from the menu of the 
bowler console can start the video call. 
  
6) New diagnostic system with alarm notification on Frontdesk and mobile app 
Now the system detects if there is a problem in the hardware configuration (for example problems on the pinsetter, boards not 
connected, mechanical call, …) 
All these states are reported in the Frontdesk with a notification which warns the operator to check the state of the lane with 
the error. 
In addition this functionality works with a mobile application “Bowling Lanes Control” where the bowling owner or the operators 
can check all the lanes and see all their last states. 
If the operator is using this application, he will receive a push notification when a problem is detected by the system. 
  
7) Device manager 
Device manager is a useful tool which allows the operator to see all the connected devices, the ip address assigned to each 
device and check if there is some network error. 
The operator can have a direct contact with all the devices of the bowling center (boards, console, scoreviewer). 
Based on the different devices, the operator can make specific operations, like change the resolution of the monitors, swap the 
monitors, turn on or turn off the device and other actions. 
  
8) Game types 
Games with 3 frames, 5 frames, 8 frames, Duckpin 
  
9) New games (Pin Golf and Red Pin) 
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